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Foreword 

“I am both honoured to be asked to write a foreword for this 

book and incredibly privileged to work with the authors. My 

genuine gratitude to Masudul, Ginny and Meghan for freely 

sharing their expertise and wisdom in creating this document, 

which will serve as a relevant and useful informational tool to 

help the reader start their employment journey. 

Critical to success, to life, to living a good life, to feeling inspired 

and motivated each and every day – to achieve each of our own 

individual desires, dreams, aspirations – is making those goals a 

reality through obtaining stability; having employment and 

income security. Reading this book will provide basic information 

on importance of individual/personal analysis, career 

assessment, thinking carefully about not just ‘getting a job’ but 

rather about a solid job match; and will provide all the tools to 

get you there including how to develop a cover letter, resume, 

references, portfolio and to prepare for job searching, job 

interviews and ultimately successful attachment to the labour 

market! 

Professional employment facilitators are there for you! They can 

assist in turning your career aspirations into reality! I proudly 

work with these authors who also serve as professionals in the 

employment facilitator field. Use them! They are they for you 

and will support and assist you every step of the way. 
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As Steve Jobs said, “If you are working on something exciting 

that you really care about, you don’t have to be pushed. The 

vision pulls you!” I wish you each the best in your employment 

journey and finding your ’something exciting’ and being able to 

do the things you really care about! Know, it is possible to 

achieve and look to this book for guidance in helping you get 

there! 

Yours sincerely in Independently Living,” 

Shari Hildred 
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Introduction 

This book is an informational tool to help you start your 

employment journey. Reading this book will provide basic 

information on importance of career assessment, job match, 

portfolio, cover letter, resume, references, job interview, job 

search. Throughout this book we have used the fictional 

character of Jamie Tensor to help guide you through the 

employment journey. This book is a resource and if you want 

more support it is recommended to get help from professional 

employment facilitator. 

Seeking assistance from a professional employment facilitator 

can guide you through the process of gaining employment. In 

Saskatchewan Labour Market Services have offices throughout 

the province and, you may also find non-profit community 

agencies in your area. The link in the box is a list of Labour 

Market Services offices across Saskatchewan. 

Many non-profit community agencies offer employment services 

across Canada. You may also find that information from your 

local employment agencies. 

Agencies are a good resource to get help as they offer a variety 

of services such as: setting employment goals; skill assessments 

(informal and formal methods); job matching assessments; 

resume writing; cover letter writing; job search assistance; 

interview skills; and, job maintenance. 

Labour Market 

Services offices 

across Saskatchewan 

https://www.sas

katchewan.ca/re

sidents/jobs-

working-and-

training/find-the-

labour-market-

services-office-

near-you 

 

https://www.saskatchewan.ca/residents/jobs-working-and-training/find-the-labour-market-services-office-near-you
https://www.saskatchewan.ca/residents/jobs-working-and-training/find-the-labour-market-services-office-near-you
https://www.saskatchewan.ca/residents/jobs-working-and-training/find-the-labour-market-services-office-near-you
https://www.saskatchewan.ca/residents/jobs-working-and-training/find-the-labour-market-services-office-near-you
https://www.saskatchewan.ca/residents/jobs-working-and-training/find-the-labour-market-services-office-near-you
https://www.saskatchewan.ca/residents/jobs-working-and-training/find-the-labour-market-services-office-near-you
https://www.saskatchewan.ca/residents/jobs-working-and-training/find-the-labour-market-services-office-near-you
https://www.saskatchewan.ca/residents/jobs-working-and-training/find-the-labour-market-services-office-near-you
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Story of Jamie Tensor 

Jamie Tensor is looking for work and doesn’t know where to 

start. She has applied for hundreds of jobs in last ten months but 

has not been successful in gaining employment. A friend 

suggested she should seek some help from an Employment 

Agency. She started to see an Employment Facilitator at a local 

non-profit organization on a weekly basis. At these meetings 

Jamie developed her employment action plan and set goals. 

Jamie Tensor struggled in school. She was diagnosed with a 

learning disability and anxiety. She decided to quit school after 

completing Grade 10. She has minimal work experience and 

spent two years volunteering in the school canteen and 

volunteered at Summer Fest helping to keep the grounds clean. 

She spent one summer doing lawn care. Jamie has a valid 

driver’s license and own transportation. Because, she has been 

unsuccessful in finding employment she has considered getting 

her General Education Development (GED) certificate while 

continuing to job search. She is considering her GED because she 

found that Grade 12 or equivalent is often a requirement.  

This book is the experience of Jamie and how she worked with 

her Employment Facilitator on career planning, resume 

development, cover letter and job interview preparation.  
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Career Assessment  

What is a Career Assessment? 

It is a process for you to evaluate your interests, skills and 

abilities to determine the best career and job fit. Each 

assessment focuses on specific areas: skills; interests; abilities; 

and, values. Often when you are completing an assessment you 

answer questions about what you like, what you do not like, what 

your strengths are, your values and what is important to you. 

Career assessments can be done in a setting where you are 

working with a career facilitator to help you go through the 

process. There are many free online career assessments 

available for people to access.  

Why is a Career Assessment Important? 

A career assessment is important because it provides an 

opportunity for you to determine: 

 Career goals and develop an employment action plan; 

 Which careers and jobs are a good fit; 

 Your skills, talents and attributes; 

 Specific education, training or volunteering required to gain 

more experience for career. 
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How to do a Guided Career Assessment? 

There are different ways to do Career Assessments including free 

online tools, informal conversations with family, friends and 

relatives or with a career facilitator. There is value to all types of 

Career Assessments. A benefit of a guided career assessment 

may help you to see other career options that you may have 

overlooked due to outside influences such as parent/family 

members. It is helpful to get advice from a professional to 

determine your career goals and develop an employment action 

plan.  

Job Matching  

Do you know what job matching is? It is the process of 

identifying jobs that you are interested in that align with your 

personality, dreams, skills, education, training and experience.  

How do I do job matching? Now a days most common is using 

online platforms if you have access to internet. If your 

community has non-profit employment support agency they may 

have access to such platforms. These platforms function by 

asking questions that require you to answer them truthfully. 

Through this process they identify your personality type. 

Personality type is important for performing job duties as well as 

job maintenance. Employment facilitators also use different 

methods to identify personality to match with potential jobs. 

Other than online platforms some methods used are 

questionnaires, one-on-one interview or group facilitation.  
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How does job matching help? 

It helps you to know your personality better, as well as your 

dreams and interests. Knowing your personality, dreams and 

interests can help you focus on jobs that are a good fit. If you 

don’t have the skills and experience you need for the job you’re 

interested in, then you can plan ways to develop your skills 

based on your interests. 

National Occupational Classification (NOC) 

The National Occupational Classification (NOC) is a system for 

describing the occupations of Canadians. It gives statisticians, 

labour market analysts, career counsellors, employers, and 

individual job seekers a standardized way of describing and 

understanding the nature of work. The NOC definition and 

system was developed by the Canadian Government. Anyone can 

access the NOC using the following link. 

https://noc.esdc.gc.ca  

This webpage has important and helpful information on a wide 

range of jobs. Sometimes it is difficult to find the title of a 

specific job. Our tips would include using the link above go to the 

NOC site and search by typing the specific job title in the search 

bar. You may be given a list of various jobs related to your 

search, scroll through the list and choose the option that best 

matches your skill, interest and experience. 

 

https://noc.esdc.gc.ca/
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Example from NOC:  

To gain more information about the duties and requirements for 

a cashier position we went to the website above and searched 

the job title cashier. We found the NOC code for the cashier 

position is 6611. Below are examples of main duties and 

employment requirements for a cashier in various industries.  

Main duties 

This group performs some or all of the following duties: 

 Greet customers 

 Establish or identify price of goods, services or admission 

and tabulate total payment required using electronic or 

other cash register, optical price scanner or other 

equipment 

 Weigh produce and bulk foods 

 Receive and process payments by cash, cheque, credit 

card or automatic debit 

 Wrap or place merchandise in bags 

 Provide information to customers 

 Assist sports spectators and theatre patrons with seat 

selection 

 Calculate foreign currency exchange 

 Calculate total payments received at end of work shift and 

reconcile with total sales 

 Verify the age of customers when selling lottery tickets, 

alcohol or tobacco products 

 May accept reservations and take-out orders 

 May also stock shelves and clean check-out counter area. 
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Employment requirements 

 Some secondary school education is usually required. High 

school diploma may be required by some employers. 

 A casino gaming licence may be required for cashiers 

working in gambling casinos. 

Additional information 

 Cashiers may progress to supervisory positions, such as 

head cashier, with additional training or experience. 

Visit the below link for NOC:  

https://noc.esdc.gc.ca/Home/FrequAskedQuestions/17079f94adf

b47c6b10f5a3d098dba97 

Where can I get help? 

Employment Agencies are a good resource to get help with job 

matching. You can find one using the link provided in the 

introduction of this book (page 3). 

  

https://noc.esdc.gc.ca/Home/FrequAskedQuestions/17079f94adfb47c6b10f5a3d098dba97
https://noc.esdc.gc.ca/Home/FrequAskedQuestions/17079f94adfb47c6b10f5a3d098dba97
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Job Search 

 

How to do a job search? 

Job search is easier if you know what kind of job you are looking 

for. Before starting your job search you should have an idea of 

what type of job you want, whether you want full-time or part-

time or volunteer, location, transportation requirements, and 

commute. Once you have identified your preferences then you 

can start the job search process.  

Online is the most common place to perform a job search. There 

are many platforms but the two most common are 

www.saskjobs.ca and www.indeed.ca. When using one of the 

online platforms you can perform a search by typing in job title, 

such as cashier, customer service, warehouse worker, etc. in the 

search bar or choosing date posted to find the newest job posts.  

Asking your network - which includes your friends, their parents, 

family, teachers, coaches, local community agencies, places 

you’ve volunteered, members or your faith community - you can 

tap into jobs which are not posted online. This refers to the 

‘hidden job market’ which makes up 80% of the available jobs 

which are not posted online. If you use your network effectively, 

you can increase your chances of getting a job.  

 

http://www.indeed.ca/
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How can I tap into the hidden job market? 

 Tell your network about your interests in looking for a job;  

 In-person inquiry;  

 Attending job fairs; 

 Email expressing interest and ask about upcoming 

openings; 

A job search can be a full-time job! If you are looking for 32-40 

hours a week that is how many hours you should put into your 

job search. If you are only looking for 15-20 hours a week than 

that is how many hours you should put into your job search. It is 

important to know that job search process can be stressful and 

you may become frustrated when you don’t hear back after 

applying. Self-care is important during this process to help 

reduce stress and frustration.  

Why should I keep track of the jobs I applied for? 

Job tracking is keeping a log of relevant information that 

organizes your job search details in one place. the following table 

is an example of a job tracking log: 

Application 

date 

Job Title Employer 

Name 

Employer 

Contact info 

Notes 

     

A tracking log will help you to remember where you have applied 

for a job and keep important information in one place. When you 

keep track of where and what jobs you have applied to, you can 
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easily change your cover letter and resume to make quick and 

simple adjustments to tailor it. Tracking will also help you to 

recall the employer when you are contacted for an interview. 

Keeping track helps you identify when it is appropriate to reapply 

for a job as some job posts mention not to reapply for a job that 

you have already applied for. 

Steps of Job Application: 

 Read the job post at least twice to have a solid 

understanding of employer requirements. Be sure to 

identify key words to assist in adjusting your cover letter 

and resume; 

 Tailor cover letter to job post, highlighting how your skills 

match their requirements; 

 Tailor resume to job post using the key words you 

identified in the job post to highlight how your skills, 

abilities and experience match their requirements; 

 Follow all application directions (if it states ‘apply in person’ 

then do not email your application); 

 Some applications need to be completed online. You need 

your resume ready so you can easily cut and paste your 

information to an online platform. Online applications often 

require your previous job title, duties and responsibilities, 

start and end dates and employers’ and supervisors’ name 

and phone numbers; 

 When applying online you often need to create an 

employment account for each company. This may include 
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creating a user name and password, uploading your 

resume, creating a profile, and completing assessments;  

 Upon completion of online applications, you may still be 

required to attach your resume and cover letter before 

submitting your application; 

 Always write down your username and password (this is 

information you can keep on your tracking log); 

 Always make sure your information is accurate and true; 

When do I Follow up after applying? 

 Check to see if there is a closing date on the job post; 

 A week after you submitted your application you can 

contact them to inquire if they received your application 

and where they are at in the hiring process; 

 A week after the closing date reach out to the contact 

person from the job post to inquire where they are at in 

the hiring process;  

If there is no closing date in the job post, then you have to go by 

the date the job was posted in planning your follow up. 

Where can I get help? 

Employment Agencies are a good resource to get help with job 

search and application process. You can find one using the link 

provided in the introduction of this book (page 3).  
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Portfolio 

What is a portfolio? 

A portfolio is a folder for you to keep all your documents 

organized and at the ready for job interviews. It is a compilation 

of documents such as resume, references, certificates of training, 

cover letter, letter of recommendation from a past employer, 

awards, etc. You may choose to have a hard copy or an 

electronic portfolio.  

You may have two different types of portfolio, one that is job-

interview specific and the other is general organizing of your 

documents.  

Why is it important? 

It is an organizational tool that can also help you highlight your 

strengths. Having a portfolio can help reduce your stress level 

because all your documents are in one spot. If you bring your 

organized portfolio to the interview, it can give a good 

impression to the interviewer of your organizational skills and 

seriousness.  

How do you organize a portfolio for an interview? 

Use a folder or binder to store your documents in order instead 

of using envelopes. It is a good idea to have photocopies of the 

original documents. NEVER LAMINATE YOUR DOCUMENTS! 

Using page protectors is a good way to organize your documents. 
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General Portfolio Vs Job Interview Portfolio 

Portfolio Job Interview Portfolio 

1. Updated resume 

2. References 

3. Certificates  

4. Awards 

5. Letter of 

Recommendations  

1. Updated resume 

2. List of questions to ask 

in an interview 

3. References 

4. Cover letter you 

applied with 
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Cover Letter 

A cover letter is a letter written to a person or organization of the 

job you’re applying for. It should include what position you’re 

applying for and why you are a good fit. 

A cover letter is used as your introduction and should encourage 

the person reading it to read your resume. It is part of every job 

application you make unless instructed not to do so. A good 

cover letter should compliment your resume and should be 

customized to match the job post. Tailoring a cover letter allows 

you to highlight your skills and experience that match the job 

requirements. 

Why is it important? 

It’s the first impression you make for the job you’re applying for. 

It is your first opportunity to stand out and be considered as a 

strong candidate against the competition. Emphasizing your key 

strengths will help grab the reader’s attention and increase the 

likelihood of being asked for an interview. A cover letter helps 

you create a link between your knowledge, experience and 

abilities that meet the needs of the employer. It is also an 

opportunity to express your interest and enthusiasm about the 

job. 
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How to write a cover letter? 

It is typically written in a traditional letter writing format. For the 

job application process your contact information should be the 

same style and format as it is on your resume and reference 

page. Below you will see examples of a poorly written cover 

letter and a well written cover letter.  

Example: Poorly written cover letter 

Jamie Tensor 

2220 Name St, Regina, SK, S4V 0L1 

Phone: 306-555-5555 

jamietensor@gmail.com 

Finny’s Place 

2222 Finny Ave. 

Regina, SK. S4W 0O0 

March 14, 2020 

RE: Application for cashier position 

To: Whom it may concern 

I have good time management skill, friendly, outgoing. I think I would be a 

good fit for the floor salesperson position because I am interested in a full 

time position. I don’t have a lot of experience but what I lack in experience I 

make up for with enthusiasm.  

I look forward to hearing from you to talk about interview times.  

Sincerely, 

Jamie Tensor 

mailto:jamietensor@gmail.com
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Example: Well Written Cover Letter  

Jamie Tensor 

Regina, SK ∙ jamietensor@gmail.com ∙ 306-555-5555 

March 20, 2020 

 

Finny’s Place 

2222 Finny’s Ave. 

Regina, SK. S4W 0O0 

Phone: 306-000-0000 

 
Re: Application for Cashier position 

 

Dear Hiring Manager: 

Please accept the attached cover letter and resume in application for the 

Cashier position at Finny’s Place. I have 2 years of experience as cashier at 

canteen. Some of my relevant experience as a cashier are as follows: 

 2 years’ experience greeting and serving around 100 customers 

during lunch hour  

 Ability to stand and be on feet for extended periods 

 Accurately processed money using cash register 

 Excellent oral communication and team work skills 

I would value the opportunity to speak with you regarding this opportunity.  If 

you have any questions or would like to book an interview, please feel free to 

contact me at email: jamietensor@gmail.com or 306-555-5555.  

Thank you very much for your time and consideration. I look forward to 

speaking with you. 

Sincerely,  

 

Jamie Tensor 

 

Enclose: Resume 

  

mailto:jamietensor@gmail.com
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Do’s and Don’ts of a cover letter 

Do’s Don’ts 

 Tailor your letter to the job post 

 Identify key requirements 

 Your contact information should 

be the same as on your resume 

 Need to include the date 

 Need to include the contact 

information of the employer 

 Subject line includes the position 
title 

 Address letter to the contact 

person in job post (if one is 
provided) 

 If contact person not provided in 

post address To the Hiring 
Manager 

 Use small paragraph and some 

bullets to highlight key skills and 
experience related to the job 

 Stress your eagerness to have an 
interview or further contact in the 

closing paragraph 

 Ensure you thank the reader of 
the letter  

 Close your cover letter with 

(Sincerely,) and your name 

 Enclosed the information that you 
have attached to the cover letter 

(i.e. Resume, references)  

 Send cover letter as an 
attachment to an email 

 Sign paper copy 

 Don’t use the same cover 

letter every time 

 Don’t use ‘To whom it may 
concern’ as an address 

 No more then 3-4 paragraphs 

in length 

 Don’t use multiple fonts 

 Don’t overshare  

 Don’t use too many “I”  

 Don’t use color or glossy 

paper 

 Don’t spray it with your 
perfume 

 Don’t paste cover letter into 
email 
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Resume 

Why do I need a Resume? 

You need a resume because you cannot get a job without one. A 

resume is a marketing tool for you to sell yourself to an 

employer. It is a document with your information including skills, 

education and work history. 

So, what is a resume? A resume is a document containing your 

relevant information and includes your profile, skills, work 

experience, education and volunteer work. 

A resume is a good starting point for the job search process as 

you cannot apply for a job without a resume. Whether you have 

a resume or you do not, you can use this book to review your 

resume or write a new one. This book will give you helpful tips 

that will take you through the entire process. 

Your resume brings your information to an employer. The 

employer assesses the information based on what their needs 

are. If your resume matches an employer’s needs your chances 

for getting an interview increases. 
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How to Draft a Resume?  

To start your resume, you need to organize your information into 

the following sections: 

1. Contact Information (Name, email address. Phone Number, 

Mailing address) 

2. Profile/skills and abilities (Use profile heading rather than 

objective heading)  

3. Work Experience (company name, job title, task 

preformed, dates worked) 

4. Education  

5. Volunteer Work 

6. Any other relevant information 

7. References 

What to consider before writing a resume? 

Organize your certificates of training and write a list of your skills 

and abilities. Write a list of your work history including company 

name, your job title and dates when you worked at that 

company. Be sure to include tasks performed and 

accomplishments achieved at each job. 

Use SMART statements throughout your resume including profile 

and work experience. SMART stands for S-Specific M- Measurable 

A- Attainable R- Results/realistic T- Time. An example of a 

SMART statement is found in the standard resume example on 

page 30) 
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Keep in mind a resume can be opened and read on a computer 

screen. When an electronic resume is opened the reader only 

sees the top 1/3 of the page. The information of the top part of 

your resume should capture the attention of the reader to entice 

them to read your whole resume. On average the employer only 

takes 6 seconds to read a resume. It is important to highlight 

your specific experience, skills, results to match with the job 

requirements in the top 1/3 of your resume.  

Before you start drafting your resume read this complete book to 

get more tips and pointers. You can even get help from 

Government Services or any non-profit employment organization 

in your community.  

What to Include What to Avoid 

 Contact information should 

be name, phone and email 

 Profile not objective 

 Skills & Abilities should be 

based on the job post 

 Experience include job 

title, name of employer 

includes city and province, 

year, job duties 

 Education & Training  

 Volunteering  

 Sending generic resume to 

a bunch of employers 

 Spelling errors and typos 

 Missing dates for 

employment history, 

education and volunteer 

experience 

 Meaningless objectives 

that does not let the 

employer know why you 

are a good fit for them 
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What to Include What to Avoid 

 Driving license, bondable 

and legally entitled to work 

in Canada should be 

included if its part of the 

requirements of the job 

post 

 Sloppy and disorganized 

format that makes it 

difficult to read 

 No gimmicks like adding  

your photo, using bright 

colored paper 

 No hobbies or personal 

interest unless it is related 

to the job in some way 
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What are the types of resumes? 

There are three types of resumes are Reverse Chronological, 

Functional and Hybrid. Each type has their benefits and 

challenges. 

1. Reverse Chronological - is a resume format that includes 

employment history beginning with the most recent and then 

going backwards. Reverse chronological resumes show dates, 

as well as employers and educational institutions. 

2. Functional - A functional resume is a type of resume format 

that highlights skills and abilities opposed to the chronological 

order. 

3. Hybrid - is a mix of a reverse chronological and functional 

resumes. The hybrid satisfies demands for timelines and 

showcases your marketable skills and impressive 

accomplishments.  

We have chosen to focus on the reverse chronological resume 

format for this book. The reverse chronological is the most 

common type of resume. This type of resume highlights your 

most relevant skills and experience for the type of job you are 

applying for. It also documents past experience which allows the 

employer to understand your career growth.  

Once you have all this information organized its time for 

research. 
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Story of Jamie Tensor 

Jamie Tensor is looking for work and doesn’t know where to 

start. She has applied for hundreds of jobs in last ten months but 

has not been successful in gaining employment. A friend 

suggested she should seek some help from an Employment 

Agency. She started to see an Employment Facilitator at a local 

non-profit organization on a weekly basis. At these meetings 

Jamie developed her employment action plan and set goals. 

Jamie Tensor struggled in school. She was diagnosed with a 

learning disability and anxiety. She decided to quit school after 

completing Grade 10. She has minimal work experience and 

spent two years volunteering in the school canteen and 

volunteered at Summer Fest helping to keep the grounds clean. 

She spent one summer doing lawn care. Jamie has a valid 

driver’s license and own transportation. Because, she has been 

unsuccessful in finding employment she has considered getting 

her General Education Development (GED) certificate while 

continuing to job search. She is considering her GED because she 

found that Grade 12 or equivalent it is often a requirement.  

On the next page you will see a resume that Jamie was using to 

apply for jobs, prior to getting professional help from a local non-

profit employment organization. 
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Jamie’s First Resume  

Jamie Surname 

22 Name Street, Regina, SK, S4S 0O0 

Email: stonerjamie420@hotmail.com, Phone: 715-2010 

Objective:  

Seeking a challenging position as a Cashier in a local restaurant.  

Skills 

 Lawn care, cleaning, 
 Friendly. 

 Perfectionist,  
 Attention to detail. 
 Punctual 

 

Education 

Grade 10 

Notre dame Collegiate  

 

Experience  

 Summer lawn care experience, 2014 

Landscaping, planting, Shovel snow 

 2 years’ experience at school canteen, 2015 to 2017 

Cash handling, cleaning, dishes  

 Volunteer at summer fest cleaning, 2018  

References 

Name Name 

Teacher, Notre dame Collegiate 

Name Name 

Phone: 751-4321 
 

 

  

mailto:stonerjamie420@hotmail.com
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Feedback on typical resume 

Jamie has good skills and work experience that were not 

reflected on her resume. When reading this resume some 

employers would notice that the resume doesn’t meet the 

standard. So, what feedback would a counsellor give to Jamie to 

meet the standard? 

 The contact information part the current email address is not 

appropriate when applying for jobs and should change to 

something standard. Phone numbers should have an area 

code; 

 Objective focuses on what Jamie wants. However, when 

applying for jobs the focus should be on employer wants/needs 

and how she can fill those wants/needs; 

 Skills: the list provided doesn’t tell the employer anything 

specific about Jamie that is different from other job seekers. 

The skills listed are not relevant to her objective; 

 Experience: doesn’t give enough information about her 

previous duties; 

 Formatting: She uses 3 different font types, she used non-

standard bullets and punctuation is mixed up in the skills 

section. Spacing should be the same between each heading; 

 Information is not in reverse chronological as it starts oldest to 

newest; 

 References should be on their own page; 
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An Example of a Standard Resume 

Jamie Tensor 

Email:jamietensor@gmail.com ∙ Phone:306-555-5555 

Profile 

2 years’ experience cashier in school canteen, serving around 100 customers during 

lunch hour. Skilled in cash handling and cashing out the till. Confident in ability to 

perform multiple tasks in a busy environment while maintaining quality customer 

service. 

Skills & Abilities 

 Cash handling experience 

 Customer care; friendly 

 Follows direction; attention to detail  

 Team player 

 Punctual; organized 

 Basic computer skills 

Experience  

Labourer 2018 

Regina Lawn Services, Regina, SK 

 Provided exceptional customer service for over 150 customers 

 Responsible for completing 5 yards per shift 

 Mowed lawns, trimmed hedges, weeded flower beds and planted flowers, grass, 

shrubs and bushes 

 Shovelled snow and de-iced sidewalks  

Cashier 2016 – 2018 

Regina High School, Regina, SK 

 Greeted and served over 100 customers each shift 

 Accurately processed cash payments 

 Stocked shelves and cleaned checkout counter  

 General cleaning responsibilities and dishes 

Volunteer 2017 

Summer Fest, Regina, SK 

 Worked on a crew to collect garbage after Summer Fest  

Education and Training 

Completed Gr. 10 - Working on attaining GED, Notre Dame Collegiate 

 

 

mailto:jamietensor@gmail.com
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Changes made to above resume after feedback 

 Contact information: mailing address was removed; email 

address was changed to a standard one; and, added area 

code to phone number; 

 Changed objective to a profile. A profile highlights your 

skills in what an employer is looking for. Typically, a profile 

is three sentences long and focuses on specific experience 

and skills for the job you are applying for; 

 Skills & Abilities expanded and used relevant skills that 

support the profile; 

 Experience detailed job responsibilities used specific 

numbers to catch employers interest. Moved experience 

section above the education section because Jamie has 

more experience than education; 

 Formatting: used the same font throughout resume; used 

bold rather than italics; used standard (solid circle or solid 

square) bullets throughout resume; no punctuation after 

the bullets; and, spacing between headers is the same; 

 Information is in order to most recent job first to oldest; 

 References were removed from the main body of resume; 

Tailoring Resume to the Job Post 

Jamie now has a professional resume that she can use to tailor to 

the job post. It is not recommended to send the same resume to 

many employers as their requirements may vary. Her resume 
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needs to be customized/tailored for each specific job post. On the 

next page is the job post Jamie will tailor her resume for; 

 

Sample Job Post 

Restaurant Cashier 

 Salary$$12 to $15HOUR hourly for 20 to 40 hours per week 

 Day, Evening, Weekend, Shift, To be determined, Morning 

 

Education:  

 

Experience: 2 years 

 

Specific Skills 

Operate cash register; Suggestive selling; Process money, cheques and 

credit/debit card payments; Receive payment for goods or services; Stock 

shelves and clean counter area; Greet customers; Wrap or place 

merchandise in bags; Weigh produce and bulk foods; Assist customers with 

self-checkout; Participate in promotional activities 

 

Business Equipment and Computer Applications 

Electronic cash register; Interac machine; Computerized inventory record 

keeping and re-ordering system 

 

Work Setting 

 Retail business; Restaurant; Cafeteria 

 Security and Safety 

 Bondable 

 Valid driver's license 
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Work Conditions and Physical Capabilities 

 Fast-paced environment; Work under pressure; Attention to detail; 

Standing for extended periods 

 

Work Location Information 

Relocation costs not covered by employer 

 

Personal Suitability 

Flexibility; Accurate; Team player; Excellent oral communication 

 

Jamie read the job post two or three times before meeting with 

her counsellor. When meeting with the employment counsellor, 

Jamie identified the key requirements of the employer and 

matched her skills to the employers needs. 

On the next page you will find Jamie’s tailored resume to the 

above job post. 
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Example of Tailored Resume for the Job 

Jamie Tensor 

Phone: jamietensor@gmail.com ∙ Phone: 306-555-5555 

 

Profile 

2 years’ experience cashier serving around 100 customers 

during lunch hour. Skilled in receiving payment for goods and 

services and processing money. Confident in ability to perform 

accurate tasks in a fast paced environment. Provide quality 

customer service through excellent oral communication. 

Skills & Abilities 

 Cash handling experience, confident using a cash register 

and basic computer skills 

 Customer care; friendly and team player 

 Follows direction; attention to detail  

 Flexible; Punctual  

 Bondable 

 Valid Driver License 

Experience  

Cashier, 2016 – 2018 

Regina High School, Regina, SK 

 Greeted and served over 100 customers each shift 

mailto:jamietensor@gmail.com
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 Accurately processed money using cash register 

 Stocked shelves and cleaned check out counter  

 Wrapped and bagged food and goods 

Labourer, 2018 

Regina Lawn Services, Regina, SK 

 Provided exceptional customer service for over 150 

customers 

 Worked with a team to complete 5 yards per shift 

 Mowed lawns, trimmed hedges, weeded flower beds and 

planted flowers, grass, shrubs and bushes 

  Shovelled snow and de-iced sidewalks  

Volunteer, 2017 

Summer Fest, Regina, SK 

 Worked on a crew to collect garbage after Summer Fest 

Education and Training 

Completed Gr. 10 - Working on attaining GED 

Notre Dame Collegiate 

 

Above is Jamie’s tailored resume: 

 Profile highlighted skills using keywords and phrases from 

job post. Jamie ensured she only included the skills she 

actually has. It is important to use accurate information; 
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 Do not state skills, experience and education that you do 

not actually have; 

 Skills & Abilities: Her skills are tailored to the job post and 

support the statements in the profile. Bondable and driver’s 

license are requirements in the job post and Jamie added 

these to her skills & abilities; 

 Experience: Moved the cashier job to the top of the list as 

it is the most relevant to the job post. Changed the duties 

in the cashier position to match the job post. Added more 

specific information including a number in the labourer 

position; 

 You do not need to re-write your whole resume to tailor it. 

Just some tweaking is required to highlight the required 

information; 

Resume Do’s and Don’ts 

Do’s Don’ts 

1. Tailor your resume to the job 

you’re applying for 

2. Use SMART statements and 

bullets. Keep bullets brief 

3. Avoid using the word I 

4. Use proper verb tense for 

current job use present tense, 

past tense for previous job  

1. Never use a resume template 

2. Don’t send the same resume 

to many employers 

3. Don’t use abbreviations or 

acronyms 

4. Don’t use inappropriate email 

addresses 
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Do’s Don’ts 

5. Read resume aloud to make 

sure no errors in punctuation, 

grammar and spelling 

6. If possible print off resume to 

easily identify formatting errors 

IE. Spacing errors, 

unintentional change in font 

style and size 

7. Ensure information is accurate 

8. Have someone review your 

resume 

9. Seek help from community 

employment organizations 

including government service 

5. Don’t lie, make up 

information or stretch the 

truth on a resume  

Resume Content Do’s and Don’ts 

Do’s Don’ts 

1. Include name, email address, 

phone number at top of 

resume. Name should be 

bold 

2. Include a profile ensure you 

highlight the skills you have  

3. Create skills and abilities 

section 

1. Don’t include mailing 

address  

2. Don’t use an objective 

3. Don’t include references in 

main body of resume 

4. Don’t use your picture on a 

resume  
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Do’s Don’ts 

4. Place education and 

employment in from most 

recent to oldest order 

5. Include dates  

6. Work experience should only 

go back 10 years 

Resume Formatting Do’s and Don’t 

Do’s Don’ts 

1. Use 1 font for resume 

2. Font size should be 10-12 

except your name  

3. Resume should be 1-2 pages  

 

1. Don’t print on color paper  

2. Don’t use fancy bullets 

3. Don’t underline headings 

4. Don’t use Italics  

5. Don’t put information in a 

header 

6. Don’t put too much 

information on one page  
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Applicant Tracking System (ATS) 

How does technology apply to resumes?  

ATS is a computer system that many employers use to scan 

resumes. It is software that manages the recruiting and hiring 

process, including job postings and job applications.  

More and more employers are using an ATS to screen resumes 

including online applications, emailed resumes and hard copy 

resumes. You need a 75-90% match to make it through the 

system. In some cases, your resume needs to pass an ATS and 

also a human reader. Consider both perspectives before 

submitting resume. 

ATS do’s and don’ts: 

Do’s Don’ts 

 Use standard headings 

 Use standard bullet points 

 Use keywords 2-3 times 

throughout the resume 

 Use Word (.doc)  

 Font: Times New Roman, 

Verdana, Arial, Tahoma or 

Calibri 

 Font size: 10 – 12 

 Write out all acronyms 

 Do not use colour 

 Do not use images or 

graphics 

 Do not use PDF – 

(systems read it as an 

image) unless specified 

by job post 

 Do not use images – 

system cannot read them 
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Do’s Don’ts 

 Use ALL CAPS for 

headings 

 Use descriptor “phone:” 

and “email:” to help 

system identify 

 Use standard date format; 

MM/DD/YYYY or May, 

2019  

 Can use bold and caps 

 Tailor each resume to the 

job posting 

 Thoroughly spell check 

and edit 

 Do not put contact 

information in the header 

 Do not mix fonts and 

sizes 

 Do not use italics or 

underlines 

 Do not use extra space 

in-between letters – ATS 

cannot read it 

 Do not use designation 

with name (Dr., Ms., 

etc.) 

 Do not use ’19 or May 

’19 or 09/19 
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References 

What is a reference? 

A reference is someone who knows you and can speak to your 

skills, experience and employment history. Whomever you ask to 

be a reference needs to be someone you trust who will speak 

positively about your skills. Carefully choose who you ask to be a 

reference as it may negatively impact your potential of getting 

the job. Employers check references to know that the information 

you have provided in your resume and during the interview is 

accurate. It is important to share your resume and information 

about the types of jobs you are applying for your references. 

Why are they important? 

Your references can make or break whether you get the job 

offer. If you can not supply a complete list of references, this can 

be a barrier to the process. Most employers ask for two or three 

references. Some ask for references with job applications, and 

some ask after the interview process, so it is important to be 

prepared with your reference list. 
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Who can I ask for References? 

Who can I ask Who shouldn’t I ask 

 Supervisor  

 Co-Worker 

 Teacher 

 Coaches 

 Contacts in agencies where 

you were a volunteer 

 Clergy 

 Youth Group Leader 

 Guidance Counsellor 

 Family members (unless 

you work with them) 

 Friends 

 Supervisors that you have 

had a conflict with 

 Co-Workers you have had 

a conflict with 

 Anyone who may 

intentionally say negative 

things about you 

 Anyone who is overly 

talkative 

 

What questions do employers ask references? 

How long have you known…..? 

What is your relationship to…..? 

Use three adjectives to describe…….? 

What do you see …… strengths and weaknesses are? 
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Reference Tips: 

 Ask permission from your references before including them 

on your reference list and ask if they will give you a 

positive reference; 

 Have three people to use as references; 

 Give a copy of your resume to your references; 

 Share details about the job you’re are interviewing for to 

your references; 

 Inform references about any upcoming job interviews; 

 Include full name, relationship, phone number and email 

address of each reference; 

 If references have specific times they are able to receive 

calls, note this in your references; 

 If references prefer to be contacted by email; note this in 

your references; 

 Font, style and formatting should be the same as your 

cover letter and resume; 

 Bring copies of resume and reference list to interview; 

 References should be people who have known you for a 

minimum of 6 months; 

 Thank your references; 
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Example: Reference List 

 

Jamie Tensor 

Email: jamietensor@gmail.com ∙ Phone: 306-555-5555 

 

1. Arlene Andreas 

Guidance Counsellor  

306-222-2222 

arlene.andreas@reginahighschool.ca 

2. Helen Zeller 

Canteen Supervisor/Teacher 

Regina High School  

306-333-3333 

h.zeller@reginahighschool.ca 

(Not available between 11:00 am and 1:00 pm) 

3. Joe Bangla 

Volunteer Coordinator for Summer Fest 

306-444-4444 

Bangla.joe@summerfest.com 

 

Where can I get help? 

Employment Agencies are a good resource to get help with cover 

letter and resume development. You can find one using the link 

provided in the introduction of this book (page 3).  

mailto:jamietensor@gmail.com
mailto:arlene.andreas@reginahighschool.ca
mailto:h.zeller@reginahighschool.ca
mailto:Bangla.joe@summerfest.com
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Job Interview 

Why Is It Important to Prepare for an interview? 

Have you ever had an interview and you were asked a question 

that you did not know how to respond to? Do you wonder if you 

made a good impression at your interview? Do you feel so 

anxious before an interview you wonder if you should even go to 

it? 

Preparing for an interview can help with all of that and so much 

more. The interview is an opportunity to make a good first 

impression and share with the hiring manager why you are the 

right person for the job. Interview preparation can help calm 

your nerves because you will learn how to confidently answer 

interview questions including the tough ones. Answering 

interview questions is easy once you have learned the technique. 

Through practice you will gain confidence in answering even the 

most difficult interview questions. You will learn more about the 

technique throughout this section and the next one. 

Interview preparation will help you learn more about the 

company you are applying at. You are interviewing the hiring 

manager at the same time they are interviewing you so it is 

important you have prepared questions to ask them. Almost 

every interview ends by the hiring manager asking you if you 
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have any questions for them. By writing down questions you 

have for them you will be ready when they ask!  

How do I Prepare for a Job Interview? 

Job interviews require preparation and practice. If you are willing 

to put in the effort you are more likely to get the job you desire. 

There are steps that should be taken to boost your chances. 

Below is a list of things to assist in preparing for an interview: 

Do your homework - researching the company is the best way to 

learn about what the company does and what they look for in a 

candidate. Your research will also help you determine if your 

skills and experience match the needs of the company. Research 

may also allow you to figure out what type of interview you may 

face, for example, Starbucks asks applicants to taste coffee and 

give their opinion. Learning about the company’s mission and 

values will allow you to confidently say you will be a good fit for 

the company. Examples of interview questions research will help 

you answer: 

 What do you know about our company? 

 Why do you want to work here? 

 Why should we hire you? 

A list of interview questions and how to answer them can be 

found starting on page 54. 

Read your resume and job post - reading the job post multiple 

times will help you to identify the skills, duties and requirements 
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of the job you’re applying for. It is an asset to review your 

resume because it will increase your confidence in knowing your 

skills match up with the job post. You will be able to start 

thinking of examples of how you have used those skills, so you 

will be better equipped to answer the interview questions. Be 

prepared to talk about anything that is on your resume! 

Examples of interview questions reviewing your resume and job 

post will help you answer? 

 Tell me about yourself? 

 What is your biggest strength? / Tell me about you best 

skills? 

 What is your biggest weakness? 

 Tell me about your experience with this type of work? 

 Tell me about a problem you had to solve at work? 

 Describe the approach you took to solve a problem? 

 

Practice - practicing answering interview questions not only 

helps you be confident in your answers but, also makes you 

more relaxed when it comes to the actual interview. It is a good 

idea to set up a mock interview with an employment counsellor. 

If you get a call for an interview you should contact your 

employment counsellor to set up a mock interview. Practicing 

interviews will help you to be able to answer the difficult 

questions and how to handle illegal questions with ease.  
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What about Social Media? 

Clean your online presence - ensure your online presence is 

professional on all social media platforms. Perform a Google 

search of yourself to see what comes up. Change your privacy 

settings on all social media pages to ensure your presence is 

professional. If there is anything that is objectionable get rid of 

it! Employers may perform an online search of applicants. 

How to answer interview questions? 

Did you ever think about what your shopping strategy is? What 

motivates you to select the best product when going grocery 

shopping? Whatever you buy - pasta, salad, oil or spices - there 

is always an option to choose. You pick your products based on 

your choice. What are the factors motivating you to make your 

choice? These can be brand, packaging, product description, food 

value, ingredients and above all budget. Our shopping strategy 

always considers some factors to make a choice for your best 

interest.  

Employers apply the same strategy for resume screening and job 

interviewing. They consider some factors for selecting the right 

candidate. An employer is a buyer during a job interview, and 

you are the product in this scenario. As a product, you have to 

package yourself as a unique brand such that employers make a 

positive choice to select you. It is a little tricky, but if you know 

the technique and practice, you can master a job interview.  
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What is the technique for packaging yourself during the job 

interview? A simple strategy is to focus on the needs of the 

position. An employer hires staff for a specific responsibility. 

They call you for an interview when your resume matches their 

needs. It means your skills and experience description is already 

getting the attention of the employer. The job interview is to 

know more about you. So, when they ask you any question, take 

your time to think about the needs for the position and match 

your skills and experience to formulate your answer. 

SAR stands for Situation(s), Action(s) and Result(s). SAR is a 

proven formula to answer the interview question. An example of 

how to use this formula to answer an interview question is 

provided below.  
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Formula to Answer Interview Question 

Tell me about yourself? 

When an interviewer asks this question they want to know about 

your work skills and experience. They do NOT want to know 

about your personal information. You can apply SAR formula to 

formulate your answer. Let us see how Jamie answered this 

question. 

Situation - I have three years’ experience working in my 

school canteen as a cashier. 

Actions - I have strong money handling skills including 

cash and debit card payments, that I think will be an asset 

for this position. I am outgoing, organized and dedicated 

and have developed great customer service skills that I feel 

are a benefit to this position. (Note: Jamie’s actions match 

the needs of the employer) 

Result - During lunch hour at school I served hundreds of 

customers and they were happy and satisfied with my 

service. 
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Commonly Asked Interview Questions 

A job interview helps the employer determine whether or not a 

candidate is the right fit for the position and the organization The 

candidate should focus on answering the questions in a way that 

highlight their experience and skills that are added value for the 

position.  

Below is an example of Jamie’s interview answers to commonly 

asked questions before working with a facilitator. 

1. Tell me about yourself. 

I am from Regina, I like to read and play sports especially 

soccer. 

2. Tell me about your experience with this type of work?  

Well I worked in the high school canteen 

3. Why do you want to work here? 

I looking for a job and this is would be a suitable job for 

me. 

4. Why should we hire you? 

Because I am punctual, reliable and sincere 

5. What do you know about our company? 

I have been here a few times before with my family and 

the food was good. 

6. Why did you leave your last job? / why are you leaving 

your present job? 

STOP 

Please go 

to page 54 

for 

Answering 

Interview 

Question 

Like a Pro 
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The one job ended because school year ended and now I 

am looking for a job. I am interested in working as a 

cashier in restaurant or retail 

7. What is your biggest weakness? 

I am a perfectionist 

8. What is your biggest strength?/What are your best skills? 

I am reliable, punctual, friendly, and pay attention to detail 

9. How would you describe your own personality?  

I am friendly, I really like animals, love my dog. I think I 

am outgoing and get along well with others  

10. Do you like working in a group? 

Yes 

11. Tell me about a problem you had to solve at work. / 

Describe the approach you take to solve a problem 

My supervisor at the canteen was very bossy and 

demanding and picked on me all the time. 

12. What would you do if your manager asked you to do 

something unethical? 

No, I wouldn’t do something unethical 

13. When are you available for work? 

Immediately  

14. Where do you see yourself in 5 years? 

I will have moved out of my parents’ house, will settle 

down and get married and start having kids. I will have a 

good job. 

STOP 

Please go 

to page 54 

for 

Answering 

Interview 

Question 

Like a Pro 
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15. How do you deal with pressure or stress?/ Can you work 

under pressure? 

I listen to music and take walks  

16. How long have you been out of work? 

Since I left high school 

17. Do you need any accommodation?  

No I don’t think so  

18. Do you have any questions for me? 

No, I am good 

  

STOP 

Please go 

to page 54 

for 

Answering 

Interview 

Question 

Like a Pro 
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Answering Interview Question Like a Pro 

This section you will see how Jamie worked with an Employment 

Facilitator to focus her answers on her past experience and how 

they relate to the position she is interviewing for. 

1. Tell me about yourself. 

I have three years’ experience working in my school 

canteen as a cashier. I have strong money handling skills 

including cash and debit card payments, that I think will be 

an asset for this position. I am outgoing, organized and 

dedicated and have developed great customer service skills 

that I feel are a benefit to this position. During lunch hour 

at school I served hundreds of customers and they were 

happy and satisfied with the service I provided. 

2. Tell me about your experience with this type of 

work? 

I was a cashier at my high school canteen for three years, 

where I gained many of the skills listed in the job post. I 

stocked shelves, cleaned counters, placed merchandise in 

bags, operated a cash register and debit machine. Also I 

am outgoing, organized and dedicated and have developed 

great customer service skills and I feel these skills are 

important for this position. I served hundreds of customers 

during each shift, and that experience working in a fast 

paced environment will be an asset to your restaurant. 
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3. Why do you want to work here?  

I want to work here because I have relevant experience 

and skills that I gained from three years’ experience as a 

cashier and I enjoy serving people. Your restaurant has a 

reputation for having great customer service. 

I also have experience in stocking shelves, cleaning 

counters, placing merchandise in bags, operating a cash 

register and debit machine. Also I am outgoing, organized 

and dedicated and have developed great customer service 

skills and I feel these skills are important for this position. I 

served hundreds of customers during each shift, and that 

experience working in a fast paced environment will be an 

asset to your restaurant. 

 

4. Why should we hire you? 

I think you should hire me because I have money handling 

skills and ability to work under pressure in a fast paced 

environment which will ensure a smooth checkout for 

customers. My skills in customer service and attention to 

detail help me establish good relationships with the 

customers. I believe positive relationships with customers 

will keep them satisfied and coming back to your 

restaurant. 
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5. What do you know about our company? 

When I researched your restaurant I learned that it’s a 

family run business, that has been around for 50 years. 

You are very involved in the community and highly 

respected. Your online reviews show a lot of satisfied 

customers sharing the authentic atmosphere and cuisine, 

and as a previous customer myself I know this to be true. 

6. What is your biggest weakness? 

My weakness is that sometimes I forget details. Because I 

am aware of this I learned to carry a notebook and take 

notes. Taking notes helps me remember the information 

and prioritize tasks and take action. This strategy helps me 

to work better and be successful in my career. 

7. What is your biggest strength?/What are your best 

skills?  

I think my biggest strength is my previous cashier 

experience in a fast paced environment. Also my friendly 

nature and focus on customer service is a strength. As well 

I am reliable, punctual and works well with others. 

8. How would you describe your own personality?  

As I just mentioned I am really friendly, organized, 

dedicated, energetic and I like to help people. Being of 

service is important to me, and I think all these traits will 
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help me to easily become part of the team of your 

restaurant. 

9. Do you like working in a group? 

Yes, I like working in a group. I worked as part of a team 

in multiple roles. I was part of a lawn care team, 

volunteered in a grounds crew for Summer fest as well as 

working in the canteen at school. I like being part of a 

team but also am able to work independently. 

10. Tell me about a problem you had to solve at work. / 

Describe the approach you take to solve a problem 

One hot day we ran out of bottled drinks. When I 

discovered this I talked with my co-workers to see if they 

knew of drinks placed anywhere else. Once we figured out 

that there were no drinks available I made a sign to notify 

customers. My supervisor was not there when the problem 

was found. I tried calling my supervisor and was unable to 

get ahold of them. So I quickly located the ordering binder 

and contacted the supplier to make a rush order for more 

drinks.  

 

11. What would you do if your manager asked you to do 

something unethical? 

No I would not do anything unethical. I always follow the 

rules and policies of the company.  
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12. When are you available for work? 

I can start the beginning of next week.  

13. How do you deal with pressure or stress?/ Can you 

work under pressure? 

I deal with stress and pressure by being organized and 

prepared for the rush of customers paying their bills.  

14. Where do you see yourself in 5 years? 

I see myself completing my education, and taking training 

in customer service. With my experience and that training I 

hope to move to a supervisor/manager role. 

15. How long have you been out of work? 

I took a year off from school to figure out my future plans. 

I have decided that doing customer service work is a good 

fit for me because I like to help people, I am dedicated, 

energetic, motivated and friendly.  

NOTE: Don’t share all your past situation, if you think some 

information that is not good to share during the interview 

don’t share it. If you have a long break in employment 

there is a good chance that the interviewer will ask about 

it. It is best to discuss and plan your answer with the aid of 

an Employment Facilitator.  

16. Do you need any accommodation?  

I do not need any accommodations to do the cashier job. 
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NOTE: If you need any accommodations you should be 

aware of the where to get support or type of 

accommodation you require and share that information 

with the interviewer. With accommodation you can perform 

all the job requirements. 

17. Why did you leave your last job? Why are you leaving 

your present job? 

The school year ended.  

NOTE: Always maintain a professional answer even if the 

last job ended in a negative way. If you hated your boss or 

had conflict with colleagues DON’T share those. If you don’t 

know how to answer this in a non-negative way seek 

assistance from an Employment Facilitator. 

18. Do you have any questions for me? 

 What does a typical shift look like? 

 What is the dress code? 

 Is there a potential for career growth? 

 What is the salary for this position? (if the salary 

information is not available in the job post) 

 What are the benefits? 

 When will you be making your decision, will you let 

everyone know or just the successful candidate? 
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What is an illegal interview question? 

An illegal interview question is anything that is protected by 

Canadian Human Rights like religion, age, health, ethnicity, 

disability, family status, sexual orientation. 

 

Examples: Illegal Interview Questions 

 How old are you? 

 How is your health? 

 What is your ethnicity? 

 What religion do belong to? 

 Are you married? 

 Do you have kids? 

 Do you have a disability? 

 

How to answer Illegal Interview questions? 

In an interview you may be asked an illegal question. Many 

interviewers don’t have the training to know if some of the 

questions they ask are illegal. So what should I do if I am asked 

an illegal question? Don’t over react or become defensive. You 

can simply answer “my age, kids, disability, etc.” will not impact 

my ability to do the job.  

If you need more assistance answering these questions speak to 

your Employment Facilitator. 
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Answering Illegal Interview Question 

How old are you? 

My age will not impact my ability to do the job. 

Employer may ask health related question if you have a visible 

disability. Answering How is your Health? My health has no 

bearing on my ability to do the job. 

 

Interview Do’s and Don’ts 

DO’s 
DON’Ts 

Before Interview 

 Arrive 10-15 minutes early  

 Arrange transportation 

 Have copies of your resume 

and references 

 Inform your references about 

your interview  

 Do your research and 

prepare responses to 

interview questions with your 

facilitator 

 Select proper interview 

clothing 

 Park in a spot that has a 2 

hour or longer time limit  

 

 Don’t bring any food or 

drinks  

 Don’t arrive late 

 Don’t show up a day before 

or after your interview date 

 Don’t argue with the 

interviewer 

 Don’t interrupt the 

interviewer 

 Don’t chew gum  

 Don’t cross arms across your 

chest 

 Don’t lean back in your chair 

 Don’t fidget  
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DO’s 
DON’Ts 

During the Interview 

 Introduce yourself to 

whoever is interviewing you 

 Handshake  

 If you don’t understand a 

question, ask the interviewer 

 Pay attention to your body 

language Smile, Sit up 

straight, eye contact  

 Answer the questions to the 

best of your ability  

 Ask for a business card at the 

end of the interview  

 Thank the interviewer(s) 

 Ask about a follow up date 

 

 Don’t answer questions 

before the interview is done 

asking 

 Don’t pause too long before 

answering questions 

 Don’t share personal 

information  

 Don’t speak too fast or too 

quiet 

After the Interview 

 Debrief with your facilitator 

 Send a thank you letter/email 

ensure interviewer’s name is 

spelt correctly  

 Follow up after a week if you 
don’t hear anything before 
then 

 Don’t follow up too soon after 
the interview 
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Follow up 

What is follow up? 

This is the last step of the interview process. Once you have 

completed an interview you should reach out to the person who 

interviewed you.  

Sending a thank you to your interviewer is an important step. In 

the letter you can thank the interviewer for their time and 

emphasize your interest in the position. It provides you an 

opportunity to clarify any unanswered questions and add 

information about your relevant skills and experience that are 

important to the position. Only add skills and experience that 

were not included on your resume. A thank you should be sent 

within two days of a completed interview.  

If you haven’t heard back after the decision date given in the 

interview it is important to contact them to see where they are at 

in the process. Follow up is a standard practice that can increase 

the possibility of you being offered the job. Follow up can be 

done in person, on the phone or via email.  

Where to get help? 

Employment Agencies are a good resource to get help with 

interview. You can find one using the link provided in the 

introduction of this book (page 3). 
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Appendix 

Basic interview questions for practice 

1. Tell me about yourself. 

2. Tell me about your experience with this type of work? 

3. Why do you want to work here?  

4. Why should we hire you? 

5. What do you know about our company? 

6. What is your biggest weakness? 

7. What is your biggest strength?/What are your best skills?  

8. How would you describe your own personality?  

9. Do you like working in a group? 

10. Tell me about a problem you had to solve at work. / 

Describe the approach you take to solve a problem 
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11. What would you do if your manager asked you to do 

something unethical? 

12. When are you available for work? 

13. How do you deal with pressure or stress?/ Can you work 

under pressure? 

14. Where do you see yourself in 5 years? 

15. How long have you been out of work? 

16. Do you need any accommodation?  

17. Why did you leave your last job? Why are you leaving 

your present job? 

18. Do you have any questions for me? 


